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On 2015-01-01, the Supreme Court of ROK (Republic of Korea) published an updated list of 
hanja (aka ideographs) that have been approved for use in personal names. This list is referred 
to as Inmyeong-yong Hanja (인명용 한자 or 人名用漢字). Among its nearly 8,000 charac-
ters, only one of them is not yet encoded as a CJK Unified Ideograph. This character appears 
among the characters in the 은 entry near the bottom of page 32, which is shown below in its 
entirety, and with the character highlighted:

http://help.scourt.go.kr/nm/img/hanja/hanja_2015.pdf
http://help.scourt.go.kr/nm/img/hanja/hanja_2015.pdf
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This document proposes that this character be added to UAX #45 so that it can be submitted 
as a UNC (Urgently Needed Character) proposal for consideration during IRG #44 in June.

This character’s IDS is ⿰氵恩, and its representative glyph is ⿰氵恩. An OpenType/CFF font is 
available that provides the representative glyph for this character, and uses the 'ccmp' (Glyph 
Composition/Decomposition) GSUB feature to access this character’s representative glyph via 
its IDS as the sequence <2FF0 6C35 6069>.

The following is the information for the corresponding line in the UAX #45 data file (USource-
Data.txt) that uses “x” placeholders for information that cannot be supplied or determined at 
this time:

UTC-0xxxx;N;;85.10;xxxx.xx1;⿰氵恩;kHangul 은*kKorean UN

Professor Koichi Yasuoka (安岡孝一) first pointed out in his 2015-01-16 blog article that this 
character is not yet encoded. Jaemin Chung also found evidence of this character in actual us-
age, in the form of an ID card issued in ROK.

That is all.

http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr45/
http://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~irg/irg/irg44/IRG44.htm
http://blogs.adobe.com/CCJKType/files/2015/04/UAX45Add20150410.otf
http://blogs.adobe.com/CCJKType/files/2015/04/UAX45Add20150410.otf
http://www.microsoft.com/typography/otspec/features_ae.htm#ccmp
http://blogs.adobe.com/CCJKType/2014/03/ids-opentype.html
http://blogs.adobe.com/CCJKType/2014/03/ids-opentype.html
http://www.unicode.org/Public/UCD/latest/ucd/USourceData.txt
http://www.unicode.org/Public/UCD/latest/ucd/USourceData.txt
http://slashdot.jp/~yasuoka/journal/589107
http://kin.naver.com/qna/detail.nhn?d1id=11&dirId=110802&docId=175624582

